This paper investigates the relationship between the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast effect and regional cerebral blood flow using the techniques of functional MRI (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). A passive listening paradigm with parametric variation in word presentation rate was used to investigate the rate dependency of both BOLD contrast fMRI and H 2 15 O PET in primary auditory cortex. We attempted to equate the stimulus presentation acoustic environments by using prerecorded echoplanar imaging sounds during the PET paradigm. We show that there is a linear relationship between word presentation rate and cerebral blood flow in primary auditory cortex, whereas the relationship between BOLD contrast and stimulus presentation rate is highly nonlinear, showing a saturable effect. Two possible explanations for our results are discussed: a nonlinearity in the relationship between BOLD contrast and deoxyhemoglobin concentration or a nonlinear rate dependency of the physiological mechanisms causing changes in deoxyhemoglobin concentration. 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
This paper is about evoked hemodynamic responses and how measurements of blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) effects are related to changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). In particular we investigate the relationship between changes in regional cerebral blood flow measured by positron emission tomography (PET), changes in BOLD contrast measured with functional MRI (fMRI), and the stimulus presentation rate, in human auditory cortex.
The neural activity underlying performance of a cognitive or sensorimotor task is accompanied by focal changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) (Fox et al., 1986) , cerebral blood volume (CBV) (Belliveau et al., 1991; Fox and Raichle, 1986) , blood oxygenation (Fox and Raichle, 1986; Fox et al., 1988) , and cerebral metabolism (Prichard et al., 1991; Phelps et al., 1981) . Measurement of these physiological changes can be used to characterize functional anatomy. Different functional imaging techniques measure different physiological parameters. PET, using an intravascular radiolabeled positron emitting tracer such as H 2 15 O, measures regional cerebral blood flow (Frackowiak et al., 1980; Raichle, 1983) . By contrast, BOLD fMRI returns a more complex signal reflecting deoxyhemoglobin concentration (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992; Bandettini et al., 1992) . The BOLD signal is considered to be predicated on a local mismatch between blood flow and cerebral metabolism in response to neural activity. Oxygen delivery, cerebral blood flow, and cerebral blood volume all increase with neural activity. But cerebral blood flow (and so oxygen delivery) changes usually exceed cerebral blood volume changes, while oxygen utilization increases only slightly (Fox and Raichle, 1988; Fox et al., 1986) . This results in a decrease in the local blood deoxyhemoglobin, which provides the basis of the BOLD contrast. Direct optical imaging of exposed cortex has provided evidence to support this (Frostig et al., 1990; Malonek and Grinvald, 1995) . The reflectance signal suggests that there is a biphasic change in deoxyhemoglobin concentration in neurally active tissue, reflecting an imbalance between oxygen consumption and flow. Initially oxygen consumption rises, producing a fall in oxyhemoglobin concentration; later there is a rise in flow to that area that exceeds consumption, producing a delayed peak in oxyhemoglobin concentration. This biphasic response has been shown in primary visual cortex using high field functional MRI (Hu et al., 1996; Menon et al., 1995) . In conventional fMRI experiments, the signal primarily reflects the larger, delayed decrease in deoxyhemoglobin. The size of this response therefore depends on the extent and magnitude of both regional cerebral blood flow and local oxygen consumption. This raises the possibility that PET and fMRI signals may not show the same stimulus dependency during functional imaging experiments if the physiological parameters they measure do not share a common stimulus dependency.
A complete interpretation of functional activation studies therefore requires an understanding of the relationship among stimulus characteristics (e.g., presentation rate), the underlying excitatory or inhibitory neural activity, and the concomitant regional hemodynamic response. There has been no previous study directly comparing the relationship between stimulus presentation rate and signal in both BOLD fMRI and PET. Separate studies suggest that there may be important differences between these measurement techniques. In primary auditory cortex a strong linear dependence of rCBF changes measured with PET with presentation rate of heard words has been shown (Price et al., 1992; Frith and Friston, 1996) . However, fMRI studies suggest that the response dependence of primary auditory cortex on rate of presentation of phonemes is highly nonlinear (Binder et al., 1994) . This striking difference has not been satisfactorily explained, but there are several possible reasons why there might be a discrepancy between the two experiments. The tasks used were quite different: passive listening to words in one experiment and active discrimination of phonemes in the other. It is possible that the disparate results are contingent upon differences in paradigm and presentation rather than the measurement technique used. Furthermore, the stimulus presentation environments of PET and fMRI are quite different. PET is virtually silent, while the echoplanar imaging used to acquire BOLD sensitive images in fMRI studies is relatively noisy. The current generation of MRI scanners produce auditory noise levels within the bore of a magnet approaching 90 dB, and it is possible that this affects the responsiveness of the primary auditory cortex to acoustic stimuli. A final possibility, which this paper addresses, is that the disparate results obtained with PET and fMRI are due not to differences in paradigm or stimulus environment but to fundamental differences in the temporal dynamics of rCBF and BOLD measurements with respect to stimulus presentation rate.
We sought to address the comparison of PET and fMRI stimulus dependency directly, and so designed a within-subject experiment for a single subject. This required extended fMRI data collection but ensured the validity of a direct comparison between PET and fMRI measurements. Furthermore we sought to make the stimulus environments physiologically identical for the subject by simulating the acoustic experience of echoplanar imaging during the PET study. Our approach seeks to clarify whether the differences between H 2 15 O PET and BOLD fMRI observations in auditory cortex are plausibly attributed to stimulus or scanning environment differences or whether they reflect differing stimulus dependencies of the physiological parameters measured by the two techniques.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Behavioural Session
We studied the cerebral hemodynamic responses in our subject while listening to words. The PET and fMRI environments are acoustically very different and we sought to make the stimulus presentation as closely matched as possible in each environment. To this end, we digitally recorded the ambient EPI noise using a microphone placed close to the bore of the magnet and mixed this with the stimuli for the PET session alone. To ensure that this recording created a similar perception to that actually experienced during EPI, we undertook two extended behavioral sessions with the subject. In the first session, the subject lay in the magnet while alternately being subjected to real EPI and hearing the prerecorded EPI sound through the stimulus delivery system (described below). The volume and frequency characteristics of the prerecorded sound were then adjusted to make the two sounds (recorded and real) perceptually well matched. A second behavioral session was conducted outside the magnet to control for the different characteristics of the stimulus delivery systems (air conduction in fMRI, in ear electromagnetic earphones in PET). The relative volume of the recorded EPI noise played through headphones was adjusted to match that obtained through air conduction.
The stimuli were digital recordings of a female voice speaking a sequence of monosyllabic or bisyllabic nouns. Stimuli were not repeated at any point during the experiment, and the words presented in each experimental condition for both PET and fMRI were matched for frequency, number of syllables, imageability, and concreteness. Five different presentation rates were used: 10, 15, 30, 60, and 90 words per minute. The PET stimuli were mixed with the prerecorded EPI sound obtained by the procedure described above. The order of the conditions was not known to the subject and was determined by a Latin Square within-subject design (fMRI) or in a counterbalanced pseudo-random order (PET). A single healthy right-handed male, aged 28 years, was studied with both H 2 15 O PET and BOLD fMRI in two different sessions.
fMRI Session
The subject lay in the scanner with eyes closed and room lights extinguished. Digitally recorded stimuli were played at precise intervals with a personal computer, amplified, and delivered binaurally to the subject through a pair of plastic tubes approximately five feet long. The plastic tubes ended in occlusive ear inserts allowing free conduction of sound with suppression of the ambient scanner noise. The ambient noise inside the scanner during echoplanar imaging with shielded coils was approximately 90 dB, with an attenuation by the ear inserts of about 20 dB.
Imaging was performed using a Siemens Magnetom VISION scanner (Siemens, Erlangen) operating at 2 Tesla and equipped for echoplanar imaging. A gradientecho echo-planar sequence was used to acquire 16 slices of 3-mm thickness and inplane resolution of 3 ϫ 3 mm (TR/TE 1700 ms/40 ms). Each scanning run comprised 128 image volumes starting with eight dummy scans to allow for equilibration of T1 saturation effects, followed by 120 images where baseline (no stimuli presented) alternated with activation (auditory stimuli presented) every 20 acquisitions (34 s). Ten such series (a total of 60 activation/baseline cycles representing 1200 image volumes) were acquired during a single session. At the beginning of the session a single T1 weighted anatomical image was acquired.
PET Session
The subject lay in the scanner with eyes closed and room lights extinguished. Digitally recorded stimuli were played at precise intervals with a personal computer, amplified, and delivered binaurally to the subject through a pair of in ear earphones.
PET scans were performed with an ECAT EXACT HRϩ scanning system (CTI Siemens, Knoxville, TN) in 3D mode with septa retracted. A venous cannula to administer the tracer was inserted in the antecubital fossa vein. Approximately 350 MBq of H 2 15 O in 3 ml of normal saline was loaded into intravenous tubing and flushed into subjects over 20 s at a rate of 10 ml/min by an automatic pump. After a delay of approximately 35 s, a rise in counts could be detected in the head that peaked 30-40 s later (depending on individual circulation time). The interval between successive administrations was 8 min. The data were acquired in one 90-s frame, beginning 5 s before the rising phase of the head curve. Correction for attenuation was made using a transmission scan collected at the beginning of each study. Images were reconstructed by filtered back projection (Hanning filter, cut-off frequency 0.5 cycles per pixel) into 63 image planes (separation 2.4 mm) and into a 128 ϫ 128 pixel image matrix (size 2.1 mm).
Twelve activation scans were obtained during the PET session, two at each word rate. During two of the scans no words were presented and the subject heard only the prerecorded fMRI scanner noise. The subject was unaware of the order of presentation of different rates, which was determined in a random fashion.
DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis used the General Linear Model and Theory of Gaussian Fields, as implemented in SPM96 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). The first image of each functional series was coregistered with the subject's T1 weighted structural MRI, and the other images aligned to the first (Friston et al., 1995a) . Thus all the functional images (both PET and fMRI) were aligned and coregistered with the same T1 weighted MRI image. Spatial normalization was then performed on both PET and fMRI images using a common parameter set derived from the T1 weighted structural image and a T1 template using an affine and nonlinear transformation (Friston et al., 1995b) . The parameter set produced by the normalization procedure was applied to the coregistered PET and fMRI images. This procedure ensures that exactly the same transformations are applied to both PET and fMRI images; they remain in exact register anatomically and no relative distortions are introduced by the spatial normalization. The images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM 12 mm (PET) or 5 mm (fMRI). Each functional image was proportionally scaled to remove the effect of global changes in rCBF or BOLD contrast. This does not change the relative values of the data, but means that the relative changes (Figs. 2, 3 , and 4) are reported relative to a set grand mean rather than with respect to baseline. Statistical parametric maps were generated for both images using a monotonic weighting of condition means to identify areas of interest that covaried positively and negatively with stimulus presentation rate in both data sets. The SPM5Z6 was thresholded at P ϭ 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons and the clusters of voxels above this level characterized in terms of their peak height and spatial extent.
Homologous regions of activation to the auditory stimuli that covaried with word presentation rate were identified in primary auditory cortex for both PET and fMRI data sets. Figure 1 illustrates the location of these regions in both PET and fMRI datasets. These regions FIG. 1. Areas of significant activation in auditory cortex and periauditory areas that correlate positively with stimulus presentation rate. The data from PET and BOLD fMRI datasets are thresholded at P Ͻ 0.001 uncorrected and displayed on a rendered T1 template image.
were spatially overlapping in PET and fMRI data, and the peaks of activation in each dataset were within one full width half maximum of each other. Within each region there were several peaks of activation that reached statistical significance, and each was examined separately. Adjusted rCBF values for each scan were obtained at the voxels of peak activation in auditory cortex from the PET data. The corresponding fMRI data were extracted as a continuous time series. The spatial smoothing of both datasets means that the signal change within a given voxel represents the average signal change in a small region around that voxel, weighted by the smoothing kernel employed. Adjusted rCBF values for the voxels of peak activation in right and left auditory cortex from the PET data are plotted as a function of word presentation rate in Fig. 2 . Inspection of other voxels from the same cluster (data not shown) showed the same relationship between rCBF and word presentation rate. BOLD contrast values from the voxels of peak activation in auditory cortex in the fMRI dataset are plotted as a function of word presentation rate in Fig. 3 . These two voxels represented the most significant voxels within a relatively large area of auditory cortex (figure 1). Figure 4 shows the relationship between BOLD contrast and word presentation rate for four further voxels within the same cluster, each of which represented a subsidiary peak of activation. It is apparent that the stimulus dependency of the voxels in Figs. 3 and 4 is remarkably similar, despite their spatial separation within audi- tory cortex. We selected the response profiles from the voxels of peak activation (Figs. 2 and 3) for further quantitative analysis.
Inspection of Fig. 2 suggests that the dependency of rCBF on word presentation rate is best described between word presentation rates of 10 and 90 words per minute by a linear function. We constructed a set of orthogonal polynomial expansions of the word presentation rates to test this hypothesis. The use of a set of orthogonal polynomial expansions to perform multiple regression on the adjusted rCBF values allows us to test the significance of the regression coefficient for each term of the expansion independently of the others. As expected, only the regression coefficient for the linear term reaches significance (Table 1) .
Inspection of Fig. 3 suggests that the dependency of BOLD fMRI contrast on word presentation rate is more complex and best described by a higher order polynomial function. We tested this supposition by constructing a set of orthogonal polynomial expansions of the word presentation rates, and the results (Table 2) confirm that the regression coefficients of higher order polynomials reach statistical significance.
DISCUSSION
Stimulus Dependency of rCBF Measurements
Our findings confirm that stimulus presentation rate determines regional cerebral blood flow in primary auditory cortex. Dependency of rCBF on stimulus presentation rate has been previously shown for primary visual cortex Raichle, 1984, 1985) and primary auditory cortex (Price et al., 1992; Frith and Friston, 1996) . The nature of the response is of some interest. Measurement of rCBF by the H 2 15 O radiotracer technique requires accumulation of counts over a scanning window of 90 s. Our rCBF measurements therefore represent an integration over time of the hemodynamic response to neural activity within the scanning window. If the hemodynamic response accompanying each stimulus repetition is uniform, increases in stimulus presentation rate will result in a linear increase in the mean integrated hemodynamic activity. Our data show that blood flow in auditory cortex shows an almost exact linear dependency on rate, in accord with previous work (Price et al., 1992) . However, when simulated EPI sounds were presented alone, the rCBF was substantially lower than we would expect given the linear relationship between word presentation rate and rCBF. This nonlinearity may have its origins in the effects of selective attention or arousal on auditory cortex. Technical limitations with PET scanning require that the auditory stimulus commence some seconds before the scanning window. The subject therefore became aware before the start of data acquisition whether words were to be presented and may have turned their attention elsewhere for the duration of the scan. In a similar fashion, for those conditions where words were presented the presence of loud distracting background noise may have forced the subject to attend more intently than in the study of Price and colleagues (1992) where no background noise was present. In addition to the linear responses in auditory cortex, Price et al. (1992) showed a nonlinear, stepwise response in left posterior superior temporal gyrus (Wernicke's area). However, the data shown in Fig. 2 come from an area located well away from posterior superior temporal gyrus, so this is not a plausible explanation for our results. The difference between the rest condition and those conditions where words were presented was an unexpected finding of this study and requires further investigation. A practical implication of this bservation is that rCBF measurements made when no stimuli are presented should be interpreted with caution.
Stimulus Dependency of BOLD Measurements
Our results show that there is a nonlinear, saturable relationship between stimulus presentation rate and BOLD contrast measurement. This result is consistent with the nonlinear dependency of BOLD contrast on rate of presentation of phonemes seen by Binder and colleagues (1994) . They studied a phoneme discrimination task with echo-planar imaging of two slices through temporal cortex (TR 3 s) and showed a monotonic nonlinear dependency of signal on stimulus presentation rate between rest and 2.5 Hz. Our findings extend these results to passive word listening. The range of word presentation frequencies used in this study is comparable to that found in everyday conversation. There is therefore no reason to suggest that the saturable relationship between word presentation rate and BOLD contrast is consequent on word presentation frequencies outside the normal physiological range.
Why Is There a Difference between the BOLD and the rCBF Measurements?
The difference between the PET and fMRI data, collected in the same subject under the same conditions, is striking. Our rigorous and unique approach to reproducing the acoustic characteristics of the two imaging environments, with acquisition of an extremely large dataset in a single subject, allows us to make inferences about the nature of the relationship between rCBF and BOLD measurements. The differences observed by previous investigators between PET and fMRI auditory studies are not due to differences in paradigm, subject, or stimulus environment but reflect fundamentally different stimulus dependencies of PET rCBF and BOLD contrast measurements. The PET data illustrate that, for the conditions where words were presented, rCBF increases linearly with stimulus rate. Therefore, the nonlinearity of the fMRI data over the same range can be unambiguously attributed to factors other than cerebral blood flow. In this section we will discuss which factors other than cerebral blood flow may be relevant to the observed relationship between stimulus presentation rate and BOLD contrast.
BOLD measurements are contingent on changes in the concentration of paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin, an endogenous contrast agent. As a consequence there are two logical possibilities for the observed relationship between stimulus presentation rate and BOLD contrast. Either the relationship between BOLD contrast and deoxyhemoglobin concentration, or that between word presentation rate and deoxyhemoglobin concentration, is nonlinear. We will examine each possibility in turn.
Relationship between BOLD Contrast and Deoxyhemoglobin
Under the condition of constant blood volume, changes in tissue transverse relaxation rate (R* 2 ) are linear with respect to blood oxygenation (Jezzard et al., 1994) . However, it is not immediately apparent that the relationship between R* 2 and BOLD signal is linear. We can write:
where k describes the proportion of deoxygenated hemoglobin and changes between rest (k r ϳ 0.3) and activated (k a Ͻ 0.3) states. Now the fractional NMR signal change in going from a rest (r) to an activated (a) state can be written
where S r is the resting signal level at an echo time TE. Substituting (1) in (2) at an echo time T E ϭ T* 2r gives
Equation (3) is plotted in Fig. 5 . The fractional change in transverse tissue relaxation rate during stimulation is relatively small; experiments on motor cortex sug-gest that R* 2a is approximately 97% of R* 2r . This implies that under normal physiological conditions of brain activation, the changes in NMR signal are located in the region of Fig. 5 where k a /k r is between 0.9 and 1.0. It is immediately apparent that Fig. 5 is very nearly linear over this range. We conclude that over the physiological range of likely changes in blood oxygenation in response to activation, changes in BOLD signal are likely to be approximately linear with respect to deoxyhemoglobin concentration. Saturable BOLD effects due to increased blood oxygenation have been shown where resting flow is manipulated pharmacologically (Bruhn et al., 1994) . However, the flow changes shown in our PET data are substantially smaller and these effects are unlikely to affect our data. The nonlinearity in our BOLD data may thus represent a nonlinear change in deoxyhemoglobin concentration.
Mechanisms Causing Changes in Deoxyhemoglobin
The linear relationship between changes in BOLD signal and deoxyhemoglobin concentration shown above implies that the nonlinear stimulus dependency observed in our experiment is due to a nonlinearity in the relationship between deoxyhemoglobin concentration and word presentation rate. The presentation of words evokes activity in auditory cortical neurons, which in turn causes changes in oxygen extraction and local changes in blood flow and blood volume. In principle, any one of these components could show a nonlinear dependency on word presentation rate. In other words, either the neural activity or the mapping between neural activity and hemodynamic response may show a nonlinear word presentation rate dependency. We are not able to distinguish between these explanations using the present data. However, it should be noted that blood flow is usually regarded as an index of presynaptic activity (Jueptner and Weiller, 1995) , and our data show a linear relationship between blood flow and word presentation rate. This observation suggests that the underlying neuronal activity is proportional to word presentation rate. Hence the nonlinear relationship between blood flow and BOLD contrast depends on the mapping between neuronal activity and hemodynamic response. This mapping is realized as changes in blood volume, blood flow, and oxygen extraction secondary to changes in neural metabolism. There is increasing evidence to suggest that there is no capillary recruitment during cerebral activation (Gobel et al., 1989) , suggesting that the principal determinants of deoxyhemoglobin concentration are blood flow and oxygen extraction rather than blood volume per se. Our data indicate that changes in blood flow are linear with respect to stimulus presentation rate, so we therefore speculate that oxygen extraction is the component of the mapping between neural activity and hemodynamic response that shows a nonlinear rate (and flow) dependency. This is anticipated by contemporary modeling studies of the cerebral circulation (Buxton and Frank, 1997) and qualitatively compatible with the electrical dynamics of single neurons. We address the explicit modeling of the relationship between neural activity and evoked hemodynamic response suggested by this experiment in detail elsewhere (Friston et al., 1997) .
Optical imaging data suggest that changes in blood flow and oxygen metabolism occur at different spatial scales (Malonek and Grinvald, 1995) . Changes in deoxyhemoglobin concentration can be seen at a scale of 100 µm, whereas blood flow changes occur in cortex over a scale of 1-2 mm. Could this difference account for the differences we observe in rCBF and BOLD contrast measurements? Given that the scales on which both metabolism and flow change locally are smaller than the voxel size used in this experiment, the difference in spatial scale alone is not enough to account for our data. This difference may be a contributory factor to our data, but would require that the spatial scale at which flow and metabolism changes occur vary as different functions of stimulus presentation rate. In other words, assuming constant areas of cortical activity, the spatial scale on which flow is regulated would be a nonlinear function of stimulus presentation rate. At higher rates of cortical activity, the spatial scale at which flow is regulated would have to be larger than the spatial scale at which flow is regulated at low rates of cortical activity.
Is it conceivable that our fMRI results might be contaminated by some unsuspected flow sensitivity? Studies of the dependence of signal change on TE have shown that long-TR gradient echo EPI is very insensi- tive to flow changes and that signal change for this sequence is overwhelmingly dominated by BOLD effects (Bandettini et al., 1992) . In our study we used a TR of 1.7 s and 16 slice imaging without saturation bands. Nevertheless, the PET data allow us to confidently assert that any unsuspected flow effects would be linear in nature. If any such effects are indeed present in our BOLD fMRI data, the clear implication is that there remains an underlying nonlinearity that is not explained by unsuspected flow sensitivity of the sequence we used.
An important question is whether the nonlinearity of BOLD contrast in auditory cortex and periauditory areas demonstrated here will be found in other areas. The BOLD response to a reversing checkerboard in primary visual cortex has a nonlinear dependency on reversal rate (Kwong et al., 1992) . This is closely paralleled by a nonlinear dependency of rCBF on reversal rate. This would suggest that in contrast to the auditory cortex results shown here, the relationship between rCBF and BOLD is linear in visual cortex. However, it may be premature to conclude that the relationship between BOLD and rCBF is different in separate areas of primary sensory cortex. More recent results show that the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen in visual cortex shows a nonlinear dependency on checkerboard reversal rate, but that this relationship is rather different from that between rCBF and reversal rate (Vafaee et al., 1997) . This implies that the coupling between rCBF and oxygen consumption is not the same over all reversal rates and calls into question the apparent identity of the BOLD and rCBF frequency dependence in visual cortex.
Implications for Functional Imaging Experiments
Our results have practical implications for the design of functional activation studies. Stimulus rate is clearly a significant determinant of BOLD contrast in auditory cortex. Moreover the relationship is strongly nonlinear, in contrast to PET measurements. The interpretation of cerebral responses to activation can therefore only be meaningfully interpreted with reference to the stimulus presentation rate. Moreover, the form of the relationships among BOLD contrast, rCBF, and word presentation rate suggests that at low stimulus presentation rates, BOLD fMRI is especially sensitive at detecting changes in activation. However, at higher stimulus presentation rates fMRI is less sensitive to relative changes in stimulus presentation rate. It is clear that the stimulus dependency of flow-sensitive fMRI sequences warrants investigation; we predict that such sequences will show linear rate dependency similar to our PET data.
The importance of these results is twofold. First, they reemphasize the dependence of regional cerebral blood flow and deoxyhemoglobin levels on stimulus presentation rate. This dependence can be exploited in the design of experiments that use variation of stimulus presentation rate to study the influence of task requirements on this relationship (Frith and Friston, 1996; Rees et al., 1997) . Second, they suggest that the relationship between BOLD fMRI contrast and cerebral blood flow as measured by PET is nonlinear. This has implications for theoretical models of the coupling between cerebral blood flow and oxygen metabolism during neural stimulation. While our data are not sufficient to identify the proximate cause of the nonlinearity of BOLD image contrast with respect to auditory stimuli, our unique dataset allows us to confidently attribute the nonlinearity to factors other than rCBF. The temporal dynamics of the mismatch between local blood flow and oxygen metabolism that form the basis of the BOLD contrast are therefore complex. Varying the rate of stimulus presentation will prove to be a useful tool in further study of the interrelationship of neural activity, cerebral blood flow, and oxygen extraction.
